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SUMMARY

Neyman [4] obtained a number of interesting properties of the multivariate
negative binomial distribution and raised the question whether the properties
that he had found characterize this distribution. It is easy to seethat the same
properties also hold for the positive multinomial distribution. Moreover, if
the properties hold for X, ,..., X, , they also hold for Yi ,..., Y, , where
Yi=aX,+b,,
i=
I,..., k. Hence, the interesting question is whether
Neyman’s properties characterize the two multinomials and distributions
obtained from them by linear transformations of this type. But to make this
question meaningful one first hasto define what is meant by a family of distributions. This has to be done in such a way that the multinomials will occur
asspecialcases.In the present context the following definition which is a slight
variant of that of Sinha and Sinha [6] seemsto be a reasonableone. For each n
in someindex set N, let aTl...it 3 0 for (ii ,..., ik) EIk = I x ... x I, where I
is the set of nonnegative integers. Let flk = ((0, ,..., 0,): 0, > 0, i = I ,..., k,
and Ci, , . ,i, Gl.. .i,@i,l . ..8$<co}.Foreach@~Z~.let
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Consider f(ir ,..., 4 , n, 0) := ~I:...~,02 ... 192/c(e) and let P(., n, 9) be the corresponding probability
measure. Let .p k = {P(., n, e), 71E N, 0 E #+.I. Similarly,
for n E N consider ~i”,...~,-, > 0 and define analogously a class of probability
measures .9,-r and continue
this process to finally introduce
uI”, 2 0 and
family.
define p1 . The k-tuple (gk, gIc-r ,..., A?~) is called a R-dimensional
Thus if we take N as the set of positive integers and for each positive integer
II E N, let u:~...~~ = n!/ir! ... i,! (n - i1 - .. - iJ! and define 19~==pJ(l -22 p,},
with 0 <pi , i = I,..., k; Ctf p, < 1, then we get the R-dimensional
family
trivariate,
bivariate, and univariate
consisting of K-variate, (k - I)-variate,...,
positive multinomials.
Similarly, if, as before, we take N as the set of positive real numbers and for
each n, let
a;l...i

k

= @ ____
+ Z 6 --- I)!
i1 ! *-. i,! (tz - l)!

and define tii = aJ( 1 + zz ai), for a, > 0, i = I,..., k, we get the R-dimensional
family consisting
of R-variate,
(Fz - I)-variate,...,
trivariate,
bivariate,
and
univariate negative multinomials.
Hereafter the above two families of positive and negative multinomials
as
well as those obtained by linear transformations
Yi = aX, + bi , i = I,..., k,
are referred to as the family of multinomials.
We can now state the properties
enjoyed by the K-dimensional
family of multinomials.
Let a k-dimensional
family be given and Jet the joint distribution
of A; ,..., Xk
belong to gpk . Properties Pl to P4 may be described in the following way.
PI.
The marginal
distribution
of Xi, ,..., Xi,
I < m < k - I) belongs to the class pm .

(1 < il < ... <i,

< k;

P2. The conditional
distribution
of Xi, ,..., Xi, given Xi, = xi1 ,..., Xi,y =
xj, belongs to the class ,yl?( and depends on the xii’s only through z;=, .r,, ,
where (il ,..., i,,, , jr ,..., i.J are a permutation
of (l,..., k).
P3. The regression
(i, il ,..., i,?,) _C(1, 2 ,..., k).
P4.

of Xi

on Xi, ,..., Xi,,

(m > 1) is linear,

where

Define

where Cl m, < k and (ir ,..., iml+..,+m,) C (I,..., R). Then the joint distribution
of Yr ,...) Y, is again a member of the class B, and satisfies PI to P3 with k = s.
In an earlier paper, Sinha and Sinha [6] utilized the properties relating to
regression to characterize
forms of nonsingular
dispersion
matrices of the
underlying
parent distributions.
Interestingly
enough, the only two types of
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dispersion matrices so derived were found to correspond formally to those of
multinomials. This opensup the possibility, in view of [3], that at least within
the class of power series distributions these may be the only distributions
characterized by these regressionproperties. It turns out, however, that is not
true.
In fact we construct new bivariate (Sect. 3) and trivariate (Sect. 4) families
satisfying all of Neyman’s properties except part of P4 (namely, that the distribution of Xi + 3.. + X, belongsto PI). One of the bivariate examplesis used
in the construction of the trivariate example. It may be noted that if all the
properties listed by Neyman are to be meaningful, the dimension k must be
greater than or equal to 3. These examples notwithstanding, it seemslikely
that within the classof power seriesdistributions, the multinomials are characterized by the following properties.
Ql. The regressionof Xi on the remaining variables is a linear function
of the sum of the remaining variables.
Q2. The distribution of Xi + ... + X, is of the power seriestype.
If true, this conjecture would certainly solve Neyman’s problem since Ql
and Q2 obviously require lessof X1 ,..., X, than Pl to P4. Under the condition
that P,(X, + ... + X, = 0) and Ps(X, + *.. + X, = I) are strictly positive
the conjecture is proved in Section 5.

2. PRELIMINARIES

In this section we establishsomeproperties of power seriesdistribution that
follow from linearity of regression.For simplicity we consider the caseof three
variables. Let X1 , X, , and X, be three discrete random variables defined over
13, having the power seriesp .$
P,(X, = i, x3 = j, x3 = h) = a,jlce;e.$3yf(e),

(2.1)

where f(0) = z:i,j,B a,j,OliOzjf$k, aijk 3 0, (i, j, K) E13, 0, , e2, e3> 0. Let
52 = (e E R”:f(e) < a}. w e assumein this section that x3 C interior of 9;
this justifies the interchanges of differentiation and summation made in the
proof of the proposition stated below. More generally, we could have assumed
ti3 C the closure of the intersection of x8 and the interior of Sz; one could then
first prove the proposition for Z3 n (interior of 9) and then extend it to H3 by
taking limits.
PROPOSITION.

Suppose that the following

E,LX, 1x, = j,

x3

holds.

= k) = +s) + BdMi + Q

(2.4
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Then (a) the marginal bivariate distribution
of X2 and X3 is of the power series
type, and (b) the conditional distribution
of Xl , given X2 = j, X3 = k, which is
(trivially) of power series type, depends only on (j + k).
Proof.

To prove (a), note that, by definition, (2.2) implies

(2.3)
where es* = B,B(B,), 0s* = BsB(B,),f *(@) = f(e)/A(&). This proves (a).
To prove (b), note that the generating function of the conditional univariate
power seriesdistribution of X, given X, = j, Xs = k, defined by
#(O, , s,j, k) = Ee,(sx~ 1 X2 = j, X3 = k)

satisfies

s * (44

log 444 , s, j, 4 = &#‘~
= 44s)

I Xz = i Xs = 4
+ MW(j

+ 4

V-4)

by (2.2). Since $(dl , s,j, k) = 1 for s = I, (2.4) implies
3(4 , s,j, 4 = 4(4 , s,i + k),
thereby proving (b).
Remark.
Note that a sort of partial converse of the proposition is valid in
the sensethat the validity of (2.4) implies that of (2.2). This can be proved
using [2, p. 11, Lemma 1.1.21.
Note, further, that if XI , Xs , and Xa have a power seriesdistribution as
given in (2.1) then as noted by Patil [S, p. 1841and Bildikar and Patil [I,
Theorem 4.1J, the marginal distribution of Xa and Xa is of the form

PdX,

= j, X3 = k) = 4j&kh(4 , j, W(e),

which is of the power seriestype in our senseiff 0, is kept fixed or h(B, , j, k)
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can be expressed as A(e,){B(Q>j {c(O,)}le c(j, k). That the latter property is
valid under linear regression follows from our proposition.
Suppose further that the marginal bivariate power series distribution (2.3)
of X, and Xs satisfies

An analysis similar to the one given above under (a) then immediately says that
the marginal distribution of Xa is again of the power series type.

3. CASE OF Two

VARIABLES

We first construct in this section a series of examples of joint discrete power
series distributions of two variables Xi and X, , each with the values 0, I, 2, and
each having linear regression on the other. We take up a power series distribution
P,(X,

= i, X, = j) Cc a,jOli02i;

i,j = 0, 1,2,

(3.1)

and assume that the distribution is symmetric, i.e., a<j = aji > 0, i, j = 0, 1, 2,
0, > 0, 8, > 0. In order to exclude trivial cases, we subject them to
foreach

c aij > 0

j=O,1,2.

(3.2)

The regressions of X1 on Xa are given by the expressions

E(X,I X2= j) = {ajlel+ 2aj2e12>/@jo
+ aj,el+ aj,w,

j = 0, 1,2.

(3.3)

If the regression is linear, i.e., &,(X1 ) X, = j) = a(0,) + p(0,) j, then (3.3)
leads to three equations in a: and /I. Eliminating OLand /3, we find that the consistency requirement connecting the aij’s is given by
E(X,/X,=2)=2E(X,IXa=l)-~(X,IX,=O)

(3.4)

identically in e1 , which yields the equations
2aooao2a~1= ao~(adb
a&%0%

+

~01%

+

ai&)

=

4ao~12

+

ao1a02)

+

aod2 = 4ilaE2 9
4aoia0aaxa+ &wo2
%dw22

+ ao14

(3.4.1)

+ ~~~~~~~~

= 2aia(a,aaa + 4

= 4a01a22 + wad

4aooao2a12

T

W-2)
(3.4.3)

+ ao1a12h (3.4.4)
(3‘4.5)
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We first indicate the nature of the solutions involving some of the uii’s as
zeros.
a,, = a,, = 0, a,, = 2u,, , 2a,,a,, = u;“2 ) a,,2 > 0, a12 > 0.

(9

(ii) $2 = a22 = 0, a02 = u;,/4u,, , a,, = &/2u,, , a,, > 0, a,, > 0
(yielding the trinomial distribution of XI , X, , and 2 - X, - X,).
(iii) usI = a,,a = uI2 = 0, a,, > 0, a,, > 0, uaa > 0 (yielding yet another
trivial solution).
Next assume all uii’s are positive. We may add one conventional equation
TX%
i

= l.

(3.5)

It is easy to observe now that (3.4.3) together with (3.4.1) implies (3.4.9, and
(3.4.3) together with (3.4.2) implies (3.4.4). Hence, only (3.4.1) to (3.4.3) and
(3.5) are to be considered. Now
(3.4.3)

=> a12

=

d~22/%cJ1'2r

(3.4.1) * a,, = G41/2”“0”02H”02 + (~oo%2)1’21,
(3.44

=> %&0,~22
=

+

&4~oo)~'~

+

b41/2~00~02~(~02

+

42,

bJo~22Y2)2

+

4a,,~,2~,l(a221a,)1'2;

I.e.,
wo2

This
and
zvc

-

(uoo%2Y2)2

+

241(~221%lY2

=

@&/2~00~02~~~02

+

~%o%2Y'2~2-

yields a cubic equation in us2 of which the solutions are us2 = u&/4a,
a,,, = (~,,a~,)~/~ (with multiplicity
2). For us2 = &4u,
, we have
(u~~/u~)(u,,~u~~)~~~
while
from
(3.5), we
2((&4~)
+ (~oo~22)1~2hal2 =
further,
a22 = (1 - (uo0)1/2 - uor/(a,o)l~2}a.

Hence, one solution is
subject to

(%oy2 + ~o,l(~o,)1’2 < 1;

a02

= &/4~0, 9

a22

=

0

q2

=

~o,lql,

-

a,, = &/2u,,

(UOOY
.

-

~ol/(~oo>1'2)2,

(qJou22)1’2,
+ 2(u,,a,,)““.

(3.6)
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wtth p,, + 2p,, < 1. Then the solution

2POOPOl

2POlPll

*

ao2

a 11

?

=

=
w&

I%

T
+

=22

=

I$

3 t2)

=

(PO0

+

PoG2

In this connection see Remark
Another solution is obtained
=a,( >O)i
=0100)~

+

AOfl

+

AAt,)

with

1 at the end of Section 4.
by setting uo2 = (~,a,,)~~~

subject to
a 02

-

(aooa22Y2.

a11

=

43~00~

a12

=

~01~~22/%o)1'2~

a 22

=

(1

-

,

(3.6’)

POOPll)9

where P,,, + Q,, t- pll = 1.
This solution can be identified as the one generated as a twofold
of the joint discrete distribution
whose generating function is
G(t1

becomes

convolution

pal = p,, .

and here we get

(=oo)1’2 + =01/(=oo)1’2 < 1;

(3.7)

(=ooY2

-

=ol/(=oo)1'2)2.

Thus we have succeeded in characterizing
all possible forms of a bivariate
discrete power series distribution
of two variables X1 and X2 each with the
values 0, 1, 2 and exhibiting
linear regression of X1 on X2 and of X, on Xl
(due to symmetry).
Let u&~B2~/c(8, , 0,) be one such distribution.
Observe that, in view of the
results of Section 2, the linear regression of X,(X,)
on X,(X,)
implies that the
marginal distribution
of X,(X,)
is of the power series type. Let N = { 1,2,3,4,5),
u:~ = aij , n = 1 to 5, and as in Section 1, define 8, as {P(., n, e), a E N, 8 E ti2}.
If we now consider the univariate marginal power series distributions
of Xi
and X, , and the conditional
univariate power series distributions
of X1 given
X2 = 0, 1, and 2, we get a collection of five univariate power series distributions.
These five distributions
indexed arbitrarily
by II E N will constitute Pi . Since
aii = nji , i, j = 0, 1, 2, it is clear that (9, , Yz> satisfies the properties Pl, P2,
and P3.

4. CASEOF THREE

VARIABLES

As in Section 3, we first construct an example of a joint discrete power series
distribution
of three variables X, , X2 , and X, , each with the values 0, 1, 2,
such that
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Let
P,(X,

= i, X2 = j, X, = k) = Pijk CCauk@li~z@3k,

(4.2)

where aiik > 0, aiik is symmetric in the arguments i, j, k, 0, > 0, 0, > 0,
0, > 0, and moreover, to exclude trivial cases,
T;

aijk

>

foreach

o

i=O,1,2.

(4.3)

We utilize someof the results of Section 3 to derive proper relations connecting
the aijk’s so as to satisfy (4.1). Toward this end, we first write the marginal
bivariate distribution of (X, , X,) as
PJX,

= i, X,

= j] = P:

K Aij$V$j,

(4.4)

where A, = (aij,, + O,adjl + ea2aij2); i, j = 0, 1, 2. Now note that (4.4) is
required to satisfy the property of linearity of regressionof X, on X2 . This,
however, immediately reveals all possible relations connecting the A,‘s as
discussedin Section 3. In particular, we take up solution (i) with someof the
Aij’s aszeros. Thus, we get
(a) A,, = A4,, = 0 identically in ~9s> 0, which gives
aNO= aOOl= aoo2= 0,
aOIl = ao12- 0.

(4.5)

However, in view of (4.5), this yields alllBz + a,,,0,2 =
(b)
4,
= 2Ao2.
2aoz2t9s2
identically in 0, > 0 and hence we derive
a 111

-

0,

a 112= 2a02, .
(4

26422

=

A,",.

This again, in view of (4.5) and (4.6), yields

2(al12W(ao22+ a1223+ a222433= (all24 + al2242)2
identically in 8a> 0, from which we derive only one more equation,
2al12a222
== a:,,

(4.6)
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Thus, finally, we may conclude that a choice of the aijk’s such as
sow = aOOl= aoo2 = aOll = ao12 = all1 = 0,
al22

> 0,

a222 > 0,

aoz2 > 0,

all2 = 2a022,

alI2 > 0,

t4.,)

2all2a222 = 422

will lead to linear regression of any variable on any other variable in their
bivariate marginal distribution (because of symmetry of the aijk,‘s). It is easy
to verify that this solution is nontrivial in the sense that there do not exist
multinomial variables Yi , Ya , and Ys , and two constants a and b such that
Xi = aY, + 6, i = 1,2,3. Now we work out the regression of X1 on X, and Xs .
For this, we prepare the following table of P(X, = i ) X, = j, X3 = K), using
(4.7).
jk

i

02

2

11

2

1 2

Conditional

probability

of Xi : P(Xr

= i ( X2 = j, Xs = k}

1
1

(

(112)

PI12

2 2 (O, l, 2, (P,,

+ 2::

P 212

P 112
+

+ Pzzz ’ PO22

)

p212'P,,,+zG

+

2::

+

p222

' PO22

+

2:

+

P2,2)

It is now easy to verify that with
(y tel) = Wall2
1

al12

+

+ 4alz21
4a122

and A(4) = -a12/h12 + 4a122h
43pG

IX2

=i

x2

=

4

=

%W

+

Pl&)(i

+

4,

in view of alI2 = 2a,,, and 2a,,,a,,, = aT22, as listed in (4.7). Thus, a choice
of the aijk’s such as (4.7) will meet the first two conditions under (4.1) and
hence all the conditions under (4.1). Consequently, in view of the results of
Section 2, the marginal bivariate distribution of any two variables is of power
series type, the marginal univariate distribution of any single variable is of
power series type, and, trivially, the conditional bivariate distribution of any
two variables given the third is of power series type and the conditional univariate
distribution of any single variable given the other two is also of power series
type. Also, direct computation shows that the bivariate distribution
of
Yi = Xi + X, and Y2 = Xs is given by
P,(Y,
where f?* = f+%/&

= i, Y2 = j) oc Ap*v;,

+ td, A,*, = a,,,, , AZ1 = alI2 , AZ2 = a122, A& = aoS2,
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A,*, _- ul?. , and A& = azz8. This is certainly of
for symmetry of the AZ’s, which we do not need
If we now start with any power series distribution
(PI, 8,) 9.J in the same way as in the last
(gl , .yS , @J will have all the properties PI to
relating to the distribution
of X1 + X, $ X, .

the same form as (4.2), except
here.
satisfying (4.1) and construct
paragraph
of Section 3, then
P4 except for the part of P4

Remark 1. Let {Xr’, X2’, Xy)}, i = l,..., N, be independent
copies of a
triplet (X, , X, , X,) satisfying (4.1). It is then easy to verify that the distribution
of the N-fold convolution
(2, , 2, , 2,) where Zj = C,“=, Xji), j = 1, 2, 3, also
satisfies (4. I). We can then use this to construct new families satisfying Neyman’s
properties
except for the part of P4 relating to the distribution
of the sum
4

+ 2, + 43 .

Remark 2. Let Y1 , Yz , and Y, be independent
Poisson variables with
the means A#, , ha8a , and A3t9& , respectively (A’s fixed). Define now the two
random variables X1 = Y1 + Ya , X, = Yz + Y, . It is easy to verify that
the bivariate discrete distribution
of X1 and X, satisfies the property of having
linear regression of one variable on the other. We can therefore construct
a bivariate family satisfying Neyman’s properties
except, again, for the part
of P4 relating to the distribution
of the sum of the variables.

5. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE MULTINOMIALS
Let X, ,..., X,
the p.f.

have a joint
P,(X,

k-variate

discrete

power

series distribution

= il ,..., X, = ik) = ai,...i, 02 .*. 02/j(6)

where a.zl...ik 3 0, (il ,..., ik) SF,

with

(5.1)

0, ,..., 0, > 0, and

We assume /f(e)/ < co Ve in a sufficiently small neighborhood
of the origin.
This justifies (5.5), (5.6), and (5.7), at least for sufficiently small 8, which is all
that is needed in the proof of Theorem
5.1 stated below.
THEOREM 5.1. Under the conditionsa,,. ..0 > 0 and a,,. ... + . . . + a,.. .01> 0,
propertiesQl and Q2 characterize the multinomials.
Proof.

Obviously

c

il+...tik=nl

property

Q2 implies

ail.. .i,l+ ..e e&y(e) = b(m){c(e)}~A(e),

m >, 0.

(5.2)
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For m =: 0 and I, (5.2) implies, under the assumedconditions, f(0) A(0) =
u,...,/&O) and c(e) = zi ~$3~= C: 6,‘(say) with Sit = cJ3,, i = I,..., k, and
c, = ulO...,b(0)/a,...,b( 1),..., ck = a,...,,b(O)/u,,...,,b(1). Reparametrizing and denoting 0,“s by 0,‘s, we can write (5.1) as
PfJ(X, = il ,...) x, = it) = bi,...irep -a*ep/j*(e)

(5.3)

so that Q2 will imply
... 02 = c*b(m) (i e,)*’ for someconstant c* > 0

bj,...i$
c
f*+‘..+f~=”
*

C bfl...i~~’ --- e2 = c* JFJb(m)(i &i),
f,.....i&
m
1
= +

(i 8’)
1

(say).

(5.4)

Note that (5.4) implies

a*lae, = a*jaei,

for all i # I.

(5.5)

Now property Ql implies

*

[4

-

w,)

f

flf]

- wwww

+- 7 ($ of) = L4~,(4

=

using (5.4) and (5.5)

4u

- Is(h) $ of) ,

(5.6)

where 7 = (l/#) . (&,+%,). We now use the fact that &#?, = +/a& for any
i # 1. This gives, in view of (5.6),
=w

le, - ~(4) i 41 - 44) [1 - 8’(4) i 8’1 = 44) kwl)
2
+

d(e,) e1-

=-

m4

bvwv,~i

a(el)

a(el) p(e,)

=
=

0

and

=- B(B,) = COI(B~)and S,/&)

23

44)

ww4b(4~l

= -cer + d

kw4)
=

-

av,)

-iww4el)

mu

=

0
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for someconstantsc and d. Therefore, (5.6) reducesto

i.e.,
5 =&.

(W5) log VW = l/Cd - 4,

(5.7)
1

Since a,. ..0 > 0, log $ is analytic at the origin. This and (5.7) imply d # 0. So

#(O = L . (1 + (SP))

for

d # 0,

(5.8)

where e = -l/c and L is a constant (independent of 6). Since # is the generating
function of bil...ib , which are nonnegative, L > 0, d > 0, and c^is either a
positive integer or a negative real number. From (5.8) one can get the bil...ik’~
and hence the u~~...~~‘s
in terms of L, d, and c^.It is trivial to check that (5.1)
reducesto a positive or negative multinomial according asc^is a positive integer
or a negative real number. This completesthe proof.
Remark.
Our examplesin Sections 3 and 4 show that Ql individually does
not lead to a characterization of the multinomials. It is easyto construct examples
to show that Q2 alsoindividually doesnot do so.
The main problem now is to characterize all power seriesdistributions which
satisfy Ql and Q2. As a generalization of this we may, as in [I], replace power
series distributions by exponential distributions in Q2 and try to characterize
all exponential distributions having properties Ql and Q2. It is clear that the
multivariate normal, with the mean vector taking arbitrary values and a fixed
dispersionmatrix satisfying the conditions of Sinha and Sinha [6] is an example
of this sort. Are the multinomials and the multivariate normal of the above type
the only examples?
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